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A B S T R A C T

The publication of the 2013 American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association guidelines on the treatment of high blood cholesterol has had a strong impact due to the paradigm shift in its recommendations. The Spanish Interdisciplinary Committee for Cardiovascular Disease Prevention and the Spanish Society of Cardiology reviewed this guideline and compared it with current European guidelines on cardiovascular prevention and dyslipidemia management.

The most striking aspect of the American guideline is the elimination of the low-density lipoprotein cholesterol treat-to-target strategy and the adoption of a risk reduction strategy in 4 major statin benefit groups. In patients with established cardiovascular disease, both guidelines recommend a similar therapeutic strategy (high-dose potent statins). However, in primary prevention, the application of the American guidelines would substantially increase the number of persons, particularly older people, receiving statin therapy. The elimination of the cholesterol treat-to-target strategy, so strongly rooted in the scientific community, could have a negative impact on clinical practice, create a certain amount of confusion and uncertainty among professionals, and decrease follow-up and patient adherence. Thus, this article reaffirms the recommendations of the European guidelines. Although both guidelines have positive aspects, doubt remains regarding the concerns outlined above. In addition to using risk charts based on the native population, the messages of the European guideline are more appropriate to the Spanish setting and avoid the possible risk of overtreatment with statins in primary prevention.
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Posicionamiento del Comité Español Interdisciplinario de Prevención Cardiovascular y la Sociedad Española de Cardiología en el tratamiento de las dislipemias. Divergencia entre las guías europea y estadounidense

R E S U M E N

La publicación en Estados Unidos de la guía de 2013 de American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association para el tratamiento del colesterol elevado ha tenido gran impacto por el cambio de paradigma que supone. El Comité Español Interdisciplinario de Prevención Cardiovascular y la Sociedad Española de Cardiología han revisado esa guía, en comparación con la vigente guía europea de prevención cardiovascular y de dislipemias.
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El aspecto más destacable de la guía estadounidense es el abandono de los objetivos de colesterol unido a lipoproteínas de baja densidad, de modo que proponen el tratamiento con estatinas en cuatro grupos de riesgo aumentado. En pacientes con enfermedad cardiovascular establecida, ambas guías conducen a una estrategia terapéutica similar (estatinas potentes, dosis altas). Sin embargo, en prevención primaria, la aplicación de la guía estadounidense supondría tratar con estatinas a un número de personas excesivo, particularmente de edades avanzadas. Abandonar la estrategia según objetivos de colesterol, fuertemente arraigada en la comunidad científica, podría tener un impacto negativo en la práctica clínica y crear cierta confusión e inseguridad entre los profesionales y quizá menos seguimiento y adherencia de los pacientes. Por todo ello, el presente documento reafirma las recomendaciones de la guía europea. Ambas guías tienen aspectos positivos pero, en general y mientras no se resuelvan las dudas planteadas, la guía europea, además de utilizar tablas basadas en la población autóctona, ofrece mensajes más apropiados para el entorno español y previene del posible riesgo de sobretratamiento con estatinas en prevención primaria.
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### INTRODUCTION

Hypercholesterolemia affects 1 in 2 adults in Spain\(^1\) and is one of the major risk factors for atherosclerotic vascular disease. The major atherothrombotic complications of hypercholesterolemia lead to elevated morbidity and are the main cause of death worldwide.\(^2\) Thus, the prevention and management of hypercholesterolemia in the context of cardiovascular risk management is a crucial issue for physicians and other health professionals. For this reason, various scientific institutions have developed clinical practice guidelines that discuss and summarize the available scientific evidence and provide recommendations in line with the guidelines. The European guidelines for dyslipidemia management and cardiovascular prevention, respectively published in 2011 and 2012 by the task force of the ESC/EAS (European Society of Cardiology/European Atherosclerosis Society),\(^3,4\) were well received in Spain and prompted various initiatives for their implementation.\(^5,6\) The American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association (ACC/AHA) guidelines were published in late 2013,\(^7\) and immediately sparked controversy on both sides of the Atlantic. Although the European and American guidelines agree in many respects, they also differ on other important points, such as the drastic change in the approach to the initial application of lipid-lowering therapy and therapeutic targets, which has led to some confusion and uncertainty among many professionals, who question which approach is the best to follow. In response to this controversy, this article has been prepared by a group of physicians from different specialties and areas of work at the initiative of the Spanish Interdisciplinary Committee for Cardiovascular Disease Prevention (Appendix) and the Spanish Society of Cardiology.

### COMMENTARY ON THE METHODOLOGY OF BOTH GUIDELINES

The European and American guidelines use a similar system for grading the strength of evidence and strength of recommendation. Both guidelines use the COR/LOE (Class of Recommendation/Level of Evidence); system. The ESC/EAS combines this system with the GRADE (Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation) system\(^3,4\) and recommendations can be strong or weak. The ACC/AHA uses the National Heart Lung and Blood Institute grading system, which ranges from class A (strong recommendation) to class E (expert opinion).\(^7\)

The European guideline presents a wide range of clinical information that covers the entire spectrum of cardiovascular prevention, whereas the American guideline succinctly reviews the issues that the experts consider critical. The European guideline comprehensively discusses the process of the detection, management, and treatment of patients with dyslipidemia and addresses the assessment of cardiovascular risk and laboratory parameters, treatment goals, recommended lifestyle changes, and drugs that have proven useful in the treatment of dyslipidemia. It also addresses the issues of low values of high-density lipoprotein cholesterol and hypertriglyceridemia, the treatment of dyslipidemia in special situations, the follow-up of patients undergoing drug therapy, and finally, measures to improve treatment adherence among these patients. In contrast, the ACC/AHA guideline answers very specific clinical questions that are considered relevant regarding evidence on the use of therapeutic targets and the efficacy and safety of lipid-lowering drugs, particularly statins, in cardiovascular prevention.

A major limitation of the ACC/AHA guideline is that it only includes data from randomized clinical trials, as based on the recommendations of the Institute of Medicine.\(^8\) This makes it difficult to generalize the results to the general population, because participants in trials are usually high-risk individuals. Thus, the recommendations of the American guidelines, strictly interpreted, would only apply to individuals with similar characteristics. In addition, as drug therapy is easier to evaluate by randomized clinical trials than lifestyle modification interventions, the exclusion of other evidence from observational studies (cohort and case-control), surveys, and registries may result in guidelines that promote the excessive use of drugs at the cost of promoting healthy eating, physical activity, and tobacco cessation.

Asymptomatic individuals or those with subclinical disease perceive risk differently and their acceptance of and adherence to long-term drug therapy is more complicated than that of patients who require medical care after experiencing an acute cardiovascular event.\(^9\) In addition, the lower the cardiovascular risk, the lower the overall benefit-to-risk ratio of statin therapy.\(^10\) Therefore, in primary prevention, the decision to administer statin therapy should take into account the preferences of the individuals susceptible to intervention, after seriously assessing nondrug measures (diet, physical activity, and tobacco cessation), and the balance between the potential benefits and risks of intervention should be discussed in depth with the patient. However, the American guideline, despite its apparent patient-centered approach, in which the patient would have participated in decision-making, strongly recommends statin therapy for people with

### Abbreviations

ACC/AHA: American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association  
CVD: Cardiovascular disease  
LDL-C: low-density lipoprotein cholesterol
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cardiovascular risk ≥ 7.5% (race- and sex-specific pooled cohort equations). Although not directly comparable, this risk would be equivalent to intermediate risk in the traditional Framingham risk scale. In contrast, the European guideline for individuals with moderate risk (SCORE [Systematic Coronary Risk Evaluation] > 1% but < 5%) recommends drug therapy only when the other measures referred to have not achieved the goal of controlling low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C).

**POINTS OF AGREEMENT**

Although greater emphasis is usually placed on differences, the European and the new American guidelines have a series of points in common that are worth highlighting:

1. Both guidelines emphasize elevated LDL-C levels as a major risk factor and the importance of LDL-C reduction in the prevention and management of cardiovascular disease (CVD).
2. Both emphasize the importance of risk stratification in cardiovascular prevention and recommend not only estimation of coronary risk, but also assessment of total CVD risk as an essential element in the decision to initiate lipid-lowering therapy.
3. Both consider that lifestyle changes are the foundation of health promotion and CVD risk reduction.
4. When clinical assessment suggests that risk has been underestimated as moderate, the European guideline emphasizes the relevance of a family history of premature CVD and suggests measuring high-sensitivity C-reactive protein, fibrinogen, and homocysteine levels, ankle-brachial index, carotid intima-media thickness, and intracoronary calcium, and even performing an exercise stress test. Although the American guideline is more conservative regarding potential risk markers/imaging techniques, it is in agreement with the European guideline regarding the inclusion of a family history of premature CVD, high-sensitivity C-reactive protein, ankle-brachial index, and intracoronary calcium.
5. For patients at very high risk, the European guideline includes the option of reducing the LDL-C level to 50% of the untreated baseline level if the therapeutic goal of LDL-C < 70 mg/dL (< 1.8 mmol/L) is not achieved. The American guideline recommend the immediate implementation of high-intensity statin therapy, which reduces LDL-C to < 50%.
6. For statin-intolerant patients, both guidelines recommend reducing the dose, using drug combinations, or other alternatives.
7. In primary prevention and patients with LDL-C ≥ 190 mg/dL (> 4.9 mmol/L), the American guidelines recommend high-intensity statin therapy or, if not tolerated, moderate-intensity statin therapy, either alone or in combination with alternative therapies when there is an insufficient response to the maximum tolerated dose of statin. The European guideline recommends an LDL-C goal < 100 mg/dL and, if this is not achieved with statin therapy, suggests that the addition of a second drug should be considered.
8. Both guidelines recommend more intensive treatment for patients with diabetes mellitus and other risk factors or target organ damage: the ESC/EAS recommends an LDL-C target < 70 mg/dL (< 1.8 mmol/L) and the ACC/AHA recommends high-intensity treatment. Both guidelines recommend less intensive treatment for patients with low-risk diabetes mellitus: the ESC/EAS advocates an LDL-C target < 100 mg/dL (< 2.5 mmol/L) and the ACC/AHA recommends moderate-intensity treatment.
9. Finally, both guidelines recommend a more conservative approach for patients > 75 years, although the American guideline explicitly includes age as a determinant of treatment intensity.

**POINTS OF DISAGREE**

There are marked differences between the guidelines regarding the estimation of overall cardiovascular risk in primary prevention:

1. The American guideline recommends the use of a wider age range (35-64 years in SCORE and 35-79 years in race- and sex-specific pooled cohort equations).
2. Cardiovascular events of interest in SCORE only include fatal events (risk of a first fatal atherosclerotic cardiovascular event, including all atherosclerosis-related diagnoses of the International Classification of Diseases), whereas the American guideline also includes nonfatal events (risk of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality, including coronary heart disease, stroke, and peripheral arterial disease). However, the European guideline on overall cardiovascular risk includes morbidity and thus risk is about 3 times higher than that in the risk charts, although this factor varies with age and sex.
3. The American guideline includes diabetes mellitus and hypertension treatment among the predictive variables in addition to those included in the European guideline: age, total cholesterol and high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, systolic blood pressure, and tobacco use.
4. Regarding risk assessment and communication in young people, the European guideline recommends calculating the relative risk or vascular age, whereas the American guideline recommends estimating cardiovascular risk at 30 years.
5. Finally, the European guideline on risk assessment explicitly includes psychosocial factors and contains a specific section on the topic.

The greatest differences concern the recommendations for the treatment of hypercholesterolemia and especially the definition of risk categories and therapeutic targets (Table 1). The European guideline defines 4 risk categories and therapeutic goals consistent with them, whereas the American guideline, instead of risk categories, establishes 4 patient groups with an indication for statin therapy and the dose that should be used in each case. The strategy of the American guideline to reduce cardiovascular morbidity and mortality is based on randomized clinical trials that used fixed doses of statin (vs placebo, vs other statin and/or other doses), whereas it did not assess the use of statins with dose adjustment to achieve the therapeutic targets. This reasoning is in line with the current draft of the British guideline of the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence on cardiovascular risk assessment and lipid modification for cardiovascular prevention.

Finally, the American guideline focuses its recommendations on statin use and defines 3 treatment levels (high-, moderate-, and low-intensity), according to the different statins and dosages. The use of other lipid-lowering drugs, such as fibrates, nicotinic acid, ion-exchange resins, cholesterol absorption inhibitors, and omega-3 fatty acids, is only recommended for high-risk individuals with confirmed statin intolerance after dose reduction or even after a change of statin. There is no evidence demonstrating the efficacy of these other drugs in reducing cardiovascular events either in isolation or in combination with a statin. Fenofibrate may be used with a low- or moderate-intensity statin only if the expected benefits of cardiovascular risk reduction or triglyceride reduction when triglycerides are > 500 mg/dL outweigh the potential risk of...
adverse effects (class IIb). However, the European guideline includes these drug groups in 3 clinical situations: a) in cases of statin intolerance: ion-exchange resins (class IIa/B), ezetimibe alone, or ezetimibe combined with ion-exchange resins (class IIb/C); b) if the LDL-C target is not reached with the maximum tolerated statin dose: statin + ezetimibe or ion-exchange resins (class IIb/C); and c) high-risk patients with hypertriglyceridemia: fibrates (class I/b) or combined with fibrates (not gemfibrozyl) + statin (class IIa/B). Attention is also drawn to hypertriglyceridemia as a cause of pancreatitis, even at concentrations of 450-900 mg/dL, and the importance of nondrug treatment (caloric reduction, abstinence from alcohol, diabetes mellitus, etc) and drug treatment (fibrates).

**IMPLICATIONS FOR CLINICAL PRACTICE**

In secondary prevention, the European guideline recommends a therapeutic LDL-C target of < 70 mg/dL or an LDL-C reduction of ≥ 50%, whereas the strategy of the American guideline clearly departs from targeted levels, which for clinicians represents the most dramatic paradigm shift in clinical practice in years. The American guideline suggests a “high-intensity” statin strategy to achieve an LDL-C target of < 70 mg/dL in most patients, thus reducing the difference between the 2 strategies in clinical practice. In addition, although absolute lipid targets have been eliminated, it is implicitly assumed that the therapeutic target is a percent LDL-C reduction that is determined for each of the defined groups. The absence of LDL-C targets in the American guidelines makes their control unnecessary; however, the guidelines recommend the promotion of adherence and the assessment of individuals for possible adverse effects (eg, myopathy), especially if there are symptoms or risk factors. This new strategy eliminates the concept of control associated with a therapeutic target and involves the loss of a useful tool to optimize adherence.  

Although this recommendation would simplify treatment and follow-up, the guidelines do not specify the duration of this treatment.

The American classification of statins according to potency is a positive contribution as it indicates the statins and dosage to use according to individual risk.  

Of the 3 groups defined in primary prevention, the recommendation to treat patients ≥ 21 years with LDL-C > 190 mg/dL (considered to be due to genetic hyperlipidemia) with high-intensity statins will lead to more patients receiving statins and at higher doses. The American recommendations are similar to those of the European guidelines for diabetic patients aged 40-75 years with LDL-C from 70 mg/dL to 189 mg/dL without established CVD, but the question of how to treat patients < 40 years remains open. Controversy is high regarding the third group of patients with LDL-C from 70 mg/dL to 189 mg/dL and an estimated 10-year cardiovascular risk ≥ 7.5%, due to the use of a risk calculator based on an American cohort of white and Afro-American individuals. Its use has been criticized for overestimating risk by setting an arbitrary threshold of 7.5% and modifying risk if it is between 5% and 7.5%. In contrast, the European guidelines recommend using the SCORE risk charts (European population, including a Spanish population), and the International Atherosclerosis Society position paper 2013 and the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence guideline 2014 recommend using risk charts based on the native population. Given these recommendations, it is not advisable to use charts based on populations with very different risk levels, as in the case under discussion.

Alternative lipid-lowering drugs (fibrates, ezetimibe, ion-exchange resins, etc) that lack a scientifically proven benefit for cardiovascular prognosis in secondary prevention are relegated to second place in the American guideline, whereas their use is recommended in the European guideline, particularly when a potent statin fails to achieve the recommended lipid target. The use of combination therapy would be consistent with a strategy aimed at achieving strict target levels.

Finally, the American guideline clearly defines the risk factors for the adverse effects of statins and notes that creatine kinase determination should not be routine except in symptomatic patients or before treatment when there is a risk of myotoxicity. This strategy would avoid unnecessary follow-up visits and, quite possibly, the incorrect discontinuation of drug treatment.
Compared with the European guidelines, the American guidelines stress the need for caution regarding the potential side effects of statins, although in practice it is known that the incidence of side effects is very low, as shown by extensive evidence regarding their safety and use. This cautionary note may be due to the American guidelines recommending the increased use of statins, higher potency statins, and higher doses.

**Socio-Economic Implications in Spain**

The economic assessment of health interventions is considered to be very useful in making decisions on the incorporation of healthcare innovations and optimal resource use. In the current economic crisis, there is an increased need to apply efficiency criteria in the allocation of limited resources. Economic assessment shows that statins are cost-effective compared with nonactive treatment in the secondary prevention of CVD and in primary prevention in high-risk patients, but their cost-effectiveness is less clear as risk decreases. Thus, it is important to determine the economic impact of the drastic change involved in the new treatment strategy recommended in the American guideline.

Available economic assessments provide no evidence that some statins are more cost-effective than others at equipotent doses in primary or secondary prevention. In Spain, the consumption of lipid-lowering drugs increased by 442% between 2000 and 2012 (from 18.9 defined daily doses in 2000 to 102.6 defined daily doses in 2012) and statins accounted for 89.3% of lipid-lowering drug use in 2012 (atorvastatin and simvastatin accounted for 78.2% of this percentage). However, the 26.4% increase in the use of statins between 2009 and 2011 was accompanied by a decrease in costs from 622 million euros to 366 million euros, due to almost all the currently available statins being generic drugs, thus minimizing the economic impact of their increased use and higher doses.

The cost of the lipid-lowering therapy recommended in the guidelines depends on the target population that meets the criteria and on treatment intensity. This treatment intensity is based on the set LDL-C targets, as in the European guideline, or on moderate-to-high-intensity therapy, depending on the statin dose, as in the American guideline. Regarding the target population amenable to drug treatment, the European guideline specifically includes the subgroup of patients with kidney failure. It remains unknown which population includes each of the thresholds established with the respective risk charts. In the United States, it is estimated that the application of the new guidelines would lead to 32.8% of the population aged from 40 years to 79 years (44.3% of men and 22.5% women) exceeding the risk level of 7.5%, although the risk charts may overestimate this risk by between 75% and 150%.

The application of the new recommendations, using the risk factor profile of the cohort of the NHANES-III (National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey-III) 2005-2010 (3773 participants), extrapolated to the entire United States population aged from 40 years to 75 years (115.4 million people), would increase the number of people eligible for statin treatment from 43.2 million (37.5%) to 56 million (48.6%), and most of this difference (10.4 million of 12.8 million people) would be represented by people without CVD. In the subgroup of patients from 60 years to 75 years (primary prevention), there would be an increase from 30.4% to 87.4% in men and from 21.2% to 53.6% in women. Using data from the Swiss CoLaus Study, which included a sample of 3297 people between 50 years and 75 years, it was estimated that the use of the new American charts would more than double the number of people eligible for lipid-lowering treatment compared with the use of the European charts, and that this difference would be much larger in the 50 years to 60 years old age group. If these data are extrapolated to the Swiss population, the application of the American guideline would increase the annual costs of treatment in cardiovascular prevention by 333.7 million euros.

Finally, the American guideline does not recommend the use of other lipid-lowering treatments, such as ezetimibe or fibrates combined with statins, or recommends their restricted use, whereas the European guideline supports their use to achieve therapeutic targets, despite the level of evidence being suboptimal. This latter circumstance would lead to higher direct treatment costs.

**Final Analysis and Recommendations of the Spanish Interdisciplinary Committee for Cardiovascular Disease Prevention and the Spanish Society of Cardiology**

The new strategy of the ACC/AHA, based on treatment with high- or moderate intensity statins for 4 well-defined groups of patients, represents a substantial change from the recommendations of the European guidelines and from the previous Adult Treatment Panel-III (focused on specific LDL-C targets depending on the baseline lipid concentrations and cardiovascular risk), which was also based on the results of large randomized clinical trials and meta-analyses conducted during the last 20 years.

Nevertheless, it is worth emphasizing that the proposal does not involve large differences in recommendations for patients at high and very high risk. However, it seems clear that their application in clinical practice would lead to overtreatment in primary prevention in moderate-to-high-risk patients, particularly among elderly patients, due to the recommendation of systematic drug treatment and the predominance of a high-intensity strategy over a moderate-intensity strategy. Paradoxically, these recommendations disregard the available treatment options currently used to help achieve treatment targets.

This paradigm shift may lead to the elimination of laboratory testing and could have a negative impact on patients (perceived decrease in follow-up and monitoring, reduced medication adherence). It could also negatively impact physicians, who are unaccustomed to treat patients blindly and are used to a well-founded working method based on knowing and applying the clinical practice guidelines and treatment targets that have been widespread and accepted in the scientific community for many years. One of the strengths of the European guideline that has contributed the most to its implementation in Spain is the definition of clear objectives according to cardiovascular risk and the prioritization of higher-risk patients on whom to focus the full range of preventive interventions. Indicators based on the achievement of targets have helped to identify the degree of implementation of the guidelines in different contexts via extensive evaluation studies, and to establish strategies to improve the quality of clinical care for specific patients and populations. Moreover, measurement of lipid concentrations can serve to indicate therapeutic response, improve treatment adherence, help to promote lifestyle changes, and identify situations in which combination therapy would be indicated.

The current position of the Spanish Interdisciplinary Committee for Cardiovascular Prevention and the Spanish Society of Cardiology (Table 2) reaffirms the recommendations of the European guidelines on dyslipidemia and cardiovascular disease prevention in clinical practice that are currently in force. Both entities provided comments on these guidelines at the time of their publication. The guidelines should be a dynamic instrument, open to new evidence and inputs, and flexible in their application according to changing healthcare environments. It is always positive to analyze changes of focus in other settings, but this should not detract from approaches based on the best available
### Table 2
Position and Recommendations of the Spanish Interdisciplinary Committee for Cardiovascular Disease Prevention and the Spanish Society of Cardiology on Dyslipidemia Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients with clinical CVD (secondary prevention)</th>
<th>Position and recommendations</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other patients at very high risk</td>
<td>Continue to recommend LDL-C target: &lt; 70 mg/dL (&lt; 1.8 mmol/L) or a reduction ≥ 50% from baseline</td>
<td>Decreased costs and decreased adverse drug effects in patients with slightly elevated baseline LDL-C levels (relatively common in the Spanish Mediterranean population)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM1 or DM2 with ≥ 1 CVRF and/or target organ damage</td>
<td>Most patients require higher doses of potent statins; in clinical practice, this recommendation minimizes the differences between the guidelines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe CKD (GFR &lt; 30 mL/min/1.73 m²)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCORE ≥ 10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Secondary prevention (primary prevention) | High risk: | The recommended treatment target is: LDL-C < 100 mg/dL (< 2.5 mmol/L) | Regarding the American guidelines, decreased costs and decreased adverse drug effects. The recommendations of the American guidelines are based on RCT alone without integrating all the available scientific evidence |
| DM1 or DM2 without other CVRFs or target organ damage | A single markedly elevated risk factor (familial dyslipidemia, severe hypertension) | | |
| Moderate CKD (GFR, 30-59 mL/min/1.73 m²) | SCORE ≥ 5% but < 10% | | |

| Moderate risk; | SCORE ≥ 1 but < 5% or | A recommended therapeutic target is: total cholesterol < 190 mg/dL (< 5 mmol/L) LDL-C < 115 mg/dL (< 3 mmol/L) | There is no solid evidence supporting the use of thresholds or cutoff points to define risk categories. The lower the baseline cardiovascular risk the less clear the balance between the risk-benefit and cost-effectiveness of statin therapy |
| Low risk; | SCORE < 1% | | |

Calculators for estimating cardiovascular risk

In Spain, the use of European SCORE charts for low-risk countries continues to be the recommendation

Risk charts should be based on the local population. The American guidelines include populations with characteristics that markedly differ from Spanish populations

Use of drugs other than statins

Absorption inhibitors, such as ezetimibe or ion-exchange resins, plus statin as combination therapy to achieve LDL-C targets. Hypertriglyceridemia and/or low HDL-C are independent risk factors that should be taken into account. If they persist, intensive lifestyle modification and drugs (fibrates) should be considered. Omega-3 fatty acids are another option to reduce triglycerides

Moderate hypertriglyceridemia is associated with higher cardiovascular risk than severe hypertriglyceridemia (triglycerides > 900 mg/dL), which is a risk factor for pancreatitis that itself requires treatment (fibrate). The results of the IMPROVE-IT study assist in defining the role of combination therapy

CKD, chronic kidney disease; CVD, cardiovascular disease; CVRF, cardiovascular risk factor; GFR, glomerular filtration rate; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; IMPROVE-IT, IMPoved Reduction of Outcomes Vytorin Efficacy International Trial; RCT, randomized clinical trials; SCORE, Systematic Coronary Risk Evaluation LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol.

---

scientific evidence using cost-effectiveness criteria (which is not confined to large randomized clinical trials), and on a consolidated strategy for education, training, knowledge, and the application of the guidelines, which seeks to maintain and improve the health outcomes of our patients and the general population.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The publication of the ACC/AHA 2013 guideline demonstrates that there are aspects to be clarified regarding the treatment of dyslipidemia and many other points related to overall consensus. The central role of LDL-C in diagnosis and treatment and statin therapy are the 2 aspects on which both guidelines are in undisputed agreement. However, the European 2011 guideline provides better-validated approaches to risk stratification than those proposed by the American guideline which, in addition, would increase the number of people who should receive lipid-lowering therapy. This increase would entail the obvious risk of unnecessary drug therapy in primary prevention, particularly for older people. The treatment goal of the American guideline is that the intensity of statin therapy should be assessed according to individual risk, whereas the European guideline recommends LDL-C targets for each risk category. This change in paradigm could confuse physicians, which would set up a new barrier to the application of the guideline, and also negatively impact patients, which could result in the perception of decreased follow-up and monitoring and reduced medication adherence. Both guidelines have positive aspects but, in general and while questions remain unresolved, the message of the European guideline is more appropriate to the Spanish setting and prevents possible overtreatment in primary prevention.
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APPENDIX. SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES AND INSTITUTIONS CONSTITUTING THE SPANISH INTERDISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE FOR CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE PREVENTION

Instituto de Salud Carlos III
Sociedad Española de Medicina de Familia y Comunitaria
Sociedad Española de Arteriosclerosis
Sociedad Española de Salud Pública y Administración Sanitaria
Sociedad Española de Diabetes
Sociedad Española de Angiología y Cirugía Vascular
Federación de Asociaciones de Enfermería Comunitaria y Atención Primaria
Ministerio de Sanidad, Servicios Sociales e Igualdad
Sociedad Española de Neurología
Sociedad Española de Medicina y Seguridad en el Trabajo
Sociedad Española de Epidemiología
Sociedad Española de Médicos de Atención Primaria (SEMergen)
Sociedad Española de Cardiología
Asociación Española de Pediatría de Atención Primaria
Sociedad Española de Medicina Interna
Sociedad Española de Hipertensión-Liga Española de la Lucha contra la Hipertensión Arterial
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